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Novel variant p.E269K confirms causative role of PLS1
mutations in autosomal dominant hearing loss
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Abstract

Auditory reception relies on the perception of mechanical stimuli by stereocilia and its

conversion to electrochemical signal. Mechanosensory stereocilia are abundant in actin,

which provides them with structural conformity necessary for perception of auditory

stimuli. Out of three major classes of actin-bundling proteins, plastin 1 encoded by

PLS1, is highly expressed in stereocilia and is necessary for their regular maintenance. A

missense PLS1 variant associated with autosomal dominant hearing loss (HL) in a small

family has recently been reported. Here, we present another PLS1 missense variant,

c.805G > A (p.E269K), in a Turkish family with autosomal dominant non-syndromic HL

confirming the causative role of PLS1mutations in HL.We propose that HL due to the p.

E269K variant is from the loss of a stable PLS1-ACTB interaction.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Stereocilia are actin-rich structures projected from the apical pole of

inner ear hair cells that are interconnected in staircase shape form the

hair bundle. Mechanically-gated ion channels located in these struc-

tures transduce mechanical stimuli into electrical activity.1 The sensi-

tivity of mechano-transduction largely depends on the rigidness of

stereocilia, mainly due to the presence of a plethora of actin cros-

slinkers.2 Several actin crosslinkers belonging to three major classes

namely espin, fascin, and plastin have been identified in vertebrate

inner ear hair cells. Plastin 1 (also known as I-PLASTIN or FIMBRIN)

encoded by PLS1 was the first documented actin crosslinker populat-

ing stereocilia and is involved in preservation of parallel actin bundles

in mature stereocilia.3 Plastin 1 crosslinks F-actin in a calcium-

dependent manner through four calponin homology (CH) domains and

an EF-hand-calcium binding motif.4 Plastin 1 knock-out (Pls1 KO)

mice have a moderate and progressive form of hearing loss

(HL) across all frequencies.5 Auditory hair cells develop normally in

Pls1 KO, but in young adult animals, the stereocilia of inner hair cells

are reduced in width and length, suggesting a specific role for plastin
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1 in the preservation of adult stereocilia and optimal hearing.5 Further

evaluation of stereocilia from Pls1 KO mice showed that plastin 1 is

required for the proper packing of their actin filaments between

hexagonal and tetragonal organizations.6 Very recently, the p.L63F

variant in the PLS1 gene has been shown to co-segregate with autoso-

mal dominant non-syndromic HL in one Hungarian Roma family.7 The

family included four affected members; three of them had an audio-

gram showing moderate to severe sensorineural HL. In this study, we

present another PLS1 variant in a Turkish family with autosomal domi-

nant non-syndromic HL with five affected individuals in three genera-

tions, which establishes the causative role of PLS1 mutations in

human HL.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Ethical compliance

The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Ankara Univer-

sity and the Institutional Review Board at the University of Miami.

Informed consent was obtained from all participants.

2.2 | Whole-exome sequencing and variant filtering

Genomic DNA samples from three affected and three unaffected indi-

viduals (II:1, II:2, II:3, II:4, III:1, and III:2 in Figure 1A) were used to

sequence the whole-exome. The SureSelect Human All Exon V7 kit

(Agilent) was used for in-solution enrichment of coding exons and

flanking intronic sequences as per the manufacturer's standard protocol.

Adapter sequences for the Illumina NovaSeq 6000 were ligated, and the

enriched DNA samples were subjected to standard sample preparation

for the NovaSeq 6000 instrument (Illumina). Burrows-Wheeler Aligner

(BWA)8 was used to align paired-end 150 bp sequence reads to the

human reference genome (hg19), and variants were called using the

GATK software package.9,10

Enlis Genome Research (https://www.enlis.com/) software was uti-

lized for filtering of variants. The variants were initially filtered according

to autosomal dominant inheritance model by using gnomAD (https://

gnomad.broadinstitute.org/), 1000 genomes (www.internationalgenome.

org/), and dbSNP 151 (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp) databases

with minor allele frequency of less than 0.0002 as suggested.11 Variants

were also filtered for the presence in less than two families in our internal

database that includes >3000 exomes. Sanger sequencing was used to

confirm and evaluate co-segregation of the variants including individual

II:5, who did not have sufficient amount of DNA for exome sequencing.

Co-segregating variants with HL were subsequently ranked based on

conservation of the mutated nucleotide with a GERP12 score > 2, and in

silico prediction tools with a REVEL score ≥ 0.7 and CADD scor-

e > 20.13,14 American College of Medical Genetics (ACMG) guidelines

and ClinGen Hearing Loss Gene Curation Expert Panel suggestions were

considered for variant interpretation.11,15 Subsequently, all variants

located in previously reported deafness genes (hereditary hearing loss

homepage; https://hereditaryhearingloss.org/) were investigated for seg-

regation. Finally, all variants following autosomal recessive and X-linked

inheritancewere checked for segregation.

2.3 | Molecular modeling

Structural models of wildtype (WT) and E269K-mutant of the actin-

binding (AB1) domain of human plastin 1 (PLS1) in complex with

human beta-actin (ACTB) were built using the MODELLER software

based on homology modeling.16 Briefly, the crystal structure of human

PLS1 alone (PDB# 1AOA) in combination with high-resolution cryo-

electron microscopy structure of the plant fimbrin (an ortholog of

human I-plastin) in complex with ACTB (PDB# 3BYH) were used as

F IGURE 1 PLS1 variant detected in a
Turkish family with non-syndromic
hearing loss A, pedigree of the studied
family; B, audiograms showing impairment
of hearing in affected individuals; C,
electropherograms of the PLS1 variant
identified in the family; D, Amino acid
conservation across species [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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templates in a multi-template alignment fashion to build the structural

models of WT and the E269K-mutant of human PLS1 bound to

ACTB.17,18 In each case, a total of 100 atomic models were calculated

and the structures with the lowest energies, as judged by the MOD-

ELLER objective function, were selected for further analysis. The

atomic models were rendered using RIBBONS.19

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Four affected individuals in the family had symmetric moderate senso-

rineural HL according to the audiological tests (Figure 1B). Medical

histories indicated a progressive HL in affected individuals. HL was

diagnosed post-lingually while exact age of onset could not be deter-

mined. Transient evoked otoacoustic emissions were absent but

acoustic reflexes were present in all affected individuals. Affected

individuals had neither delay in gross motor development, nor balance

problems, vertigo, dizziness, or spontaneous and positional nystag-

mus. Tandem walking was normal and the Romberg test was negative.

No plausible variants were identified in previously reported deafness

genes listed on the hereditary hearing loss homepage. Similarly, there

were no variants cosegregating with deafness as autosomal recessive or

X-linked inheritance. There was no genomic region with a homozygous

run longer than 1 Mb in the proband. The average read depth for six

exome samples was 189.7x. Average coverage of targeted regions at 5×

and 10× read depth was 9% and 98.8%, respectively (Table S1). Our fil-

tering strategy for autosomal dominant inheritance in six samples

followed by Sanger sequencing in seven samples yielded three heterozy-

gous variants. (Table S2). In silico prediction ranked the variant in PLS1 at

top (Table S2). Among the three genes remained, only PLS1 has been

reported to cause sensorineural HL in mutant mice5 and recently impli-

cated in human deafness.7 The PLS1 (NM_001145319.1) variant

c.805G > A (p.E269K) is novel and not listed on the gnomAD database

(Table S2). Themutated amino acid residue (p.E269K, NP_001138791.1)

is highly conserved in vertebrates (Figure 1D) and is located in a CH

domain. Multiple prediction tools show that the variant disrupts protein

function (Tables S2 and S3).

PLS1 contains the EF1-EF2-AB1-AB2 modular architecture, where

EF1/2 is a tandem pair of calcium-binding EF-hands and AB1/2 is a

tandem pair of actin-binding domains. The ability of PLS1 to serve as

a bi-prong adapter to cross-link ACTB arises by virtue of the ability of

AB1 domain to recruit one molecule of ACTB, while AB2 binds a new

molecule of ACTB on the opposite face. Accordingly, the failure of

either AB1 domain or AB2 to hold onto ACTB, because of post-

translational modification and/or missense mutation, is likely to result

in the impairment of the ability of ACTB to polymerize. In this regard,

the p.E269K variant is located within the AB1 domain of PLS1.

To understand the physiological impact of the p.E269K variant, we

built and compared the structural models of WT and the E269K-mutant

of AB1 domain of PLS1 in complex with ACTB (Figure 2). Our structural

analysis reveals that the E269 residue within the AB1 domain maps to

PLS1-ACTB interface (Figure 2A,B). The side-chain carboxylate moiety

of E269 in PLS1 lies within close distance to the guanidine groups of R28

and R95 located in ACTB at the PLS1-ACTB interface. This suggests that

E269 in PLS1 and R28/R95 residues in ACTB are involved in critical

intermolecular interactions through the formation of hydrogen bonds

and/or salt bridges. These residues will accordingly be expected to play a

central role in stabilizing the PLS1-ACTB interaction. On the other hand,

the introduction of the p.E269K variant will disrupt these intermolecular

interactions due to electrostatic repulsions between positively-charged

K269 and R28/R95 (Figure 2B), thereby resulting in the loss of a stable

PLS1-ACTB interaction. Our structural models thus strongly suggest that

the p.E269K variantwill likely be detrimental to the ability of PLS1 to direct

the formation of ACTB bundles observed inmicrovilli and stereocilia.

In conclusion, we present a second family with autosomal domi-

nant non-syndromic HL associated with a PLS1 variant and confirm

the causative role of PLS1 variants in HL. Moreover, HL in our family

is mild to moderate as opposed to moderate to severe HL reported in

the previous family. It remains to be seen if PLS1 variants can also

cause autosomal recessive HL in humans.
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F IGURE 2 Structural model of wildtype (WT) and mutant (E269K)
PLS1 interacting with ACTB. The insets show expanded views of
interactions between side-chain moieties of WT and mutated residue
269 (colored red) and residues at positions 28 and 95 (colored yellow)
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